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The origin of electron trapping and negative charging of hydroxylated silica surfaces is predicted based
on accurate quantum-mechanical calculations. The calculated electron affinities of the two dominant
neutral paramagnetic defects, the nonbridging oxygen center, � Si-O�, and the silicon dangling bond,
� Si�, demonstrate that both defects are deep electron traps and can form the corresponding negatively
charged defects. We predict the structure and optical absorption energies of these diamagnetic defects.
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The mechanisms of electron and hole trapping in oxides,
as well as the nature of trapping sites, are important in a
wide range of phenomena and applications. In some of
them, such as scanning electron microscopy and electron
lithography, charging is considered as a source of artifacts.
It may have dramatic consequences for the performance
and reliability of, for example, microelectronic devices
containing interfaces of metal oxides and semiconductors,
optical fibers, and in corrosion protection. In other appli-
cations, such as the formation of long-lifetime electrets [1]
or ultrashort pulsed laser ablation [2], charging is the base
of the process itself. Electron and hole formation and
subsequent trapping may be responsible for the dramatic
electrostatic and optical phenomena that are observed dur-
ing seismic activity [3]. Charge trapping is important for
understanding Martian saltation, tribo-electric charging,
and discharge phenomena, while dust particle charging
and adhesion can become a nuisance in future Mars mis-
sions [4]. Surface charging and x-ray emission from insu-
lator surfaces induced by collisions with highly charged
ions is of relevance to cometary and planetary spectros-
copy [5]. Taking into account its abundance and techno-
logical importance, it is not surprising that SiO2 plays a key
role in all the above phenomena.

Whatever the area of interest, it is crucial to establish the
specific trapping sites, their stable atomic configurations,
and spectroscopic properties. A considerable amount of
data correlating the positive charging of silica samples and
their defect properties were obtained using spectroscopic
methods [6–8]. However, identifying sites responsible for
electron trapping in silica bulk and surface proved particu-
larly challenging. Recently, microscopic contact charging
and charge dissipation on and inside thin silicon oxide
films has been demonstrated using a controllable contact
charging method [9]. Dispersive charge transport along the
silica surface has been observed by electrostatic force
microscopy [10]. Single-electron tunneling force spectros-
copy of an individual electronic state in a silica surface has
been performed [11]. However, the nature of surface and
bulk sites capable of trapping extra electrons has not yet
been established.

The investigations of the charge trapping and release by
defects are complicated because of a large number of
possible charge redistribution channels; e.g., electrons
and holes can be transferred, respectively, through the
conduction and valence band states or indirectly through
the diffusion of impurities such as protons, Li and Na, etc.
In addition, charge trapping can result in a dramatic struc-
tural reorganization of the defect site. For example, a posi-
tively charged oxygen vacancy, known as E01 in �-quartz,
and a neutral oxygen vacancy have very different structural
arrangements [6,7]. Investigation of the electron and hole
trapping at surfaces is even more problematic because of
the lower concentration of surface defects and the overlap
of their spectroscopic characteristics with those of bulk
defects. Furthermore, relaxation channels at surfaces can
be different from those in the bulk.

In this Letter, we demonstrate theoretically the possibil-
ity of electron trapping by two dominant point defects at
silica surfaces [12,13]: (i) the nonbridging oxygen center
(NBO or�Si-O�) and (ii) a three-coordinated silicon with
a singly occupied dangling bond (�Si�), a surface analog
of the bulk E0 center. These defects have been character-
ized by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectros-
copy and optical absorption measurements [7] and can be
created, for example, by mechanical or thermochemical
activation. The finding that these defects can act as deep
electron traps helps our understanding of the mechanisms
of radiation-induced processes in silica samples, tribo-
charging, and seismo-electromagnetic phenomena. The
presence of negatively charged defects on the silica sur-
face can be of great importance also in determining the
chemical properties of the material and that of deposited
metal particles, including their optical response [13].
While the neutral analogs of surface NBO and E0 centers
can be detected using EPR spectroscopy, their charged
states are EPR-silent and, thus, much more difficult to
identify experimentally. We characterize each defect by
calculating its electron affinity (EA), ionization poten-
tial (IP), and optical absorption energies, thus providing
a basis for their experimental detection with optical
spectroscopies.
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The defect properties have been calculated using an
embedded cluster method, as implemented in the GUESS

code [14], designed to study charge trapping by point de-
fects [15] and the associated long-range relaxation and po-
larization effects. A silica surface is represented by a hemi-
spherical nanocluster, where the oxygen-terminated sur-
face has been saturated with H atoms to mimic hydroxyl-
ation. The nanocluster is then divided into a polarizable re-
gion I and a surrounding nonpolarizable region II. Region I
includes (i) a defect site and surrounding treated quantum-
mechanically (QM cluster), (ii) an interface region, formed
by pseudo-Si atoms (Si�) [15], connecting the QM cluster
to the rest of the solid, and (iii) the remaining part, modeled
using the shell model [16]. Region II contains only classi-
cal unpolarizable ions [15]. The total energy of the system
is minimized with respect to all degrees of freedom in
region I. The QM contribution to the total energy is calcu-
lated using the density functional theory (DFT), a hybrid
B3LYP functional [17,18], and Gaussian-type basis func-
tions (6-31G* on Si and O involved in the defect, 6-31G on
the other Si and O atoms). Classical interatomic potentials
[19] have been used to describe the interaction between
lattice Si and O atoms. The OH groups in the classical part
are described by a potential [20] modified to make it
compatible with the Si-O potential of Ref. [19].

The vertical and adiabatic electron affinities (EAv and
EAa, respectively) and ionization potentials (IPv and IPa)
of the defect centers with respect to the vacuum level were
calculated as the differences in total energies of the neutral
and charged states, �SCF. In the calculation of vertical IP
and EA, the nuclei are fixed, but the long-range electronic
polarization is included, while the calculation of the adia-
batic IP and EA involves the full electronic and ionic
relaxation. The optical properties have been calculated
using the time-dependent DFT approach (TD-DFT) [21].

We have considered hydroxylated surfaces of three silica
polymorphs: edingtonite(010), �-cristobalite(111), and
�-quartz(0001). The concentration of silanol groups is
lower on the edingtonite than on cristobalite and quartz
surfaces. Variations in the structure of isolated silanols
(�SiOH, as in edingtonite and cristobalite) and geminal
silanols [�Si�OH�2 as in quartz] provide a diversity of
configurations that can be present on the surface of amor-
phous silica [12]. When not otherwise specified, the data
refer to the edingtonite surface.

To estimate the position of the defect level in the band
gap, one should know the positions of the valence band
(VB) and conduction band (CB) edges with respect to the
vacuum. These are not easy to measure experimentally nor
to obtain theoretically since they depend on the surface
morphology as well as on the degree of surface hydroxyl-
ation. Avalue of 10 eV for the top of the oxide VB edge can
be extrapolated from the data on the SiO2=Si interface
[22]. This is close to the value of 10.3 eV inferred from
experimental data on bulk silica [23]. In the case of hy-
droxylated silica studied here, the OH groups create a
dipole layer which can affect the position of the levels

with respect to vacuum and add states at the top of the VB
and at the bottom of the CB. Using a large QM cluster
H5Si31O77Si�25 (6-31G* basis set on all O and Si atoms), we
find that the top of the VB of the hydroxylated edingtonite
surface is 10.1 eV below the vacuum level, whereas the
bottom of the CB is 0.6 eV below the vacuum level (see
Fig. 1). These energies have been determined by removing
and adding, respectively, an electron to the cluster and
calculating the corresponding total energies: E�SCF�VB� �
E�SiO�2 � � E�SiO2�; E�SCF�CB� � E�SiO2� � E�SiO�2 �.
Notice that the resulting hole and added electron are fully
delocalized over the entire cluster, consistent with the VB
and CB character of the corresponding electronic states.
We can now define the position of the energy levels of the
defects of interest by calculating their ionization potentials
with respect to the vacuum level.

First, we consider the charge trapping by the NBO
center, formed on the hydroxylated surface by removal of
an H atom. The neutral center has a singly occupied non-
bonding O�2p� orbital of the nonbridging oxygen (Onb),
Fig. 2(a). Its energy level is just above the top of the VB
and can be readily occupied by an extra-electron
(�Si-O� � e� ! �Si-O�): EAv and EAa are 3.9 eV
and 5.3 eV, respectively, Table I and Fig. 1. In
�-cristobalite and �-quartz, EAa is larger, 5.8 eV
(Table I) because of the electrostatic interaction of the
charged �Si-O� defect with the vicinal silanol groups
which provide a kind of ‘‘solvation effect.’’ Ionization
(hole trapping) of a neutral NBO center is unlikely because

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic representation of the nature
of electron and hole trapping by NBO center (�Si-O�) (a) and
(b) and E0 center (�Si�) (c) and (d), on the silica surface with
formation of the corresponding �Si-O� and �Si� charged
defects. Large arrows indicate the nature of the electronic
excitations (Exc) of the defects. In the neutral variants, �
Si-O� and �Si�, excitations take place from the VB to the
singly occupied defect states in the gap or from this level and the
CB; in the negatively charged variants, �Si-O� and �Si�, the
corresponding states are doubly occupied, and transitions can
only occur from these levels to the CB.
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the filled states in the gap are just at the top of the VB (IPv
of NBO	11:0 eV, Fig. 1). In this respect, the behavior of
�Si-O� defects at silica surfaces does not differ from that
of the corresponding bulk centers or of the regular sites.

The capture of one electron by the NBO center is
accompanied by a relaxation energy of 1.5–2 eV and a
strong local lattice distortion. The Si-Onb distance shrinks
from 1.66 to 1.54 Å, and the Ob-Si-Ob angles decrease on
average from 108
 to 100
. This shortening of the Si-Onb

distance, experimentally inferred in alkali silicate glasses,
indicates that the Onb�2p� state, which accommodates the
extra-electron, has a bonding interaction with the Si atom.

The electronic states of the �Si-O� defect (NBO�)
include two almost degenerate nonbonding Onb�2p� orbi-
tals at about 2.3 eV and a bonding � orbital at about 0.6 eV
above the top of the VB, respectively. The energies of these
orbitals are shifted up with respect to the neutral case due
to the increased Coulomb repulsion, Fig. 1. The electron
trapping at the NBO center alters the nature of its optical
absorption. In particular, the transitions from the VB to the
unoccupied 2p state, characteristic of the neutral NBO
[12,24], disappear. Instead, the NBO� center is character-
ized by an intense absorption band at 6.0 eV due to a
transition from the doubly occupied Onb�2p� orbitals to
the CB, Fig. 1. We note that this absorption band of NBO�

is in the energy range of the recently observed band at 6.4–
6.8 eV attributed to bulk NBO [25,26]. The calculated

ionization energy of NBO� is 6.5 eV in edingtonite (see
Table I). Given only a 0.5 eV difference between the
excitation and the ionization energies, we expect that
photo-excitation of NBO� results in its thermal ionization.
The IP of NBO� in cristoabalite and quartz, 7.3 and 7.8 eV,
respectively, are noticeably larger due to the solvation by
the neighboring OH groups.

Various mechanisms can lead to the formation of NBO�

surface defects, such as charging the neutral precursor with
an electron gun, doping with alkali atoms or other electron
donors, or by radiation-induced proton transfer:

 �Si-OH�� Si-O-Si� ! �Si-O���Si-OH�-Si� :

(1)

The energy change associated to reaction (1) was estimated
for edingtonite, where the proton is transferred from an
isolated hydroxyl group, �Si-OH, to a vicinal bridging
oxygen, �Si-O-Si� . The cost of the proton transfer is
about 2 eV, an energy value readily accessible under ra-
diation or mechanical stress conditions, and the resulting
pairs of defects are metastable.

We turn now to the �Si� surface center. This can be
formally obtained on a hydroxylated surface by breaking a
� Si-OH bond. In the neutral state of this paramagnetic
defect, a single-electron occupies a sp3 orbital of the three-
coordinated silicon, Fig. 2(b), at 1.6 eVabove the VB. EAv
of this center is 	2:5 eV, and increases to 4 eV after the
lattice relaxation is taken into account, Table I and Fig. 1.
In �Si�, the Si3C atom moves outwards, resulting in
elongation of Si-O distances by 0.11 Å, while the average
Ob-Si-Ob angle decreases from 108
 to 95
. After electron
trapping and consequent relaxation, the Si�sp3� lone pair
state shifts to higher energy, Fig. 1, and is found 2.5 eV
above the top of the VB. The energies of the 2p orbitals of
the three oxygen atoms next to Si3C are pushed toward the
top of the VB by the Coulomb repulsion. Similarly to
NBO, the vertical EAs have close values for the three
surfaces, while, upon relaxation, the interaction with the
vicinal silanol in �-quartz makes an additional contribu-
tion to the EA. The negatively charged �Si� center in
edingtonite has an optical absorption band at 5.2 eV due to
a transition from the doubly occupied state to the CB,

FIG. 2 (color online). Highest occupied molecular orbitals in
(a) NBO center (�Si-O�) and (b) E0 center (�Si�) on the
surface of silica. These orbitals are singly occupied in the neutral
(paramagnetic) state and doubly occupied in the negatively
charged state of the defect.

TABLE I. Vertical and adiabatic electron affinities (EAv and EAa) of the �Si-O� and �Si� defect centers and vertical ionization
potential (IPv) of the �Si� O� and �Si� defect centers formed on hydroxylated silica surfaces.

�Si-O� EAv��Si-O��, eV EAa��Si-O��, eV IPv��Si-O��, eV

edingtonite(010) 3.89 5.31 6.50
�-cristobalite(111) 4.03 5.77 7.32
�-quartz(0001) 3.78 5.78 7.79

�Si� EAv��Si��, eV EAa��Si��, eV IPv��Si��, eV

edingtonite(010) 2.53 3.93 5.30
�-cristobalite(111) 2.76 4.37 6.02
�-quartz(0001) 2.40 4.50 6.29

aQM clusters: HSi6O15Si�7 for edingtonite, HSi10O28Si�15 for �-cristobalite(111), and H2Si6O18Si�9 for �-quartz(0001).
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Fig. 1. This excitation energy is similar to the IPv, 5.3 eV,
suggesting that photo-excitation of this defect can lead to
its ionization, similarly to the case of NBO�. As for the
�Si-O� center, also for �Si�, we found that IPv is about
1 eV larger for cristobalite and quartz surfaces, Table I. The
calculated IPv of the �Si� neutral defect, 	9 eV, is very
high and the resulting Si�3C center has an sp2 hybridization
and, together with the three O atoms, forms a trigonal
planar structure.

We consider now possible interactions on the silica
surface involving the charge trapping centers described in
this Letter. The interaction between �Si� and a neighbor-
ing silanol group could result in the proton transfer:

 �Si�� �Si-OH ! �Si-H� �Si-O�: (2)

In the case of �-quartz surface, this reaction is exothermic
by about 1 eV, as the consequence of the lower EA of
�Si� with respect to �Si-O� and of the comparable
strengths of the Si-O-H and Si-H bonds (about 5 eV).
Thus, thermodynamic considerations indicate that proton-
ation of �Si� centers can occur on hydroxylated surfaces
with formation of � Si-O� defects.

We have seen above that EAa of the NBO center in
edingtonite is 5.3 eV while IPa of E0 is 7.5 eV. Thus, the net
cost for the charge disproportionation process between
these defects

 �Si�� �Si-O� ! �Si�� �Si-O� (3)

is of 2.2 eV. If the two resulting charged defects,�Si� and
�Si-O�, are sufficiently close, their electrostatic inter-
action could stabilize this state.

In conclusion, our calculations demonstrate that two
well-known paramagnetic centers of the silica surface,
the NBO (�Si-O�) and E0 (�Si�) are deep electron traps
able to form stable negatively charged surface centers,
which can contribute to negative charging of silica sur-
faces, with important consequences on their chemical and
physical properties [9–11]. Furthermore, the formation of
the diamagnetic NBO� defect by electron trapping ex-
plains the absence of correlation between the amount of
hydrogen desorbed from high-OH silica under irradiation
with 7.9 eV photons and the number of paramagnetic NBO
centers detected [27]. Our results also suggest that similar
charge trapping can readily occur on qualitatively similar
neutral NBO and E0 bulk centers, and provide a simple
mechanism to electrically compensate the formation of
hole traps [28,29]. Finally, we note that for thin silica films
grown on metal substrates (e.g. Mo) [30], surface defects
can be charged due to electron tunneling from the substrate
material [31]. Indeed, comparing energies given in Table I
with typical metal work functions (4.5 eV), shows that
electrons can tunnel into NBO and possibly �Si� type
defects forming the negatively charged centers.
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